ABSTRACT
Network bottlenecks, firewalls, restrictions on IP Multicast availability and administrative policies have long prevented the use of multicast even where the fit seems obvious. The confusion around multicast poses a problem for large-scale pub/sub-based applications that need blazing speed even across WAN networks. There are a number of multicast protocols, but none is universally available. Thus relatively few applications are able to exploit multicast technology.

Here, we present Quilt, a system that automatically weaves a patchwork of multicast regions each running different protocols, creating an efficient and scalable wide-area overlay. By dynamically exploring the environment at and between end-hosts, Quilt clusters nodes into patches, selecting the best multicast protocol from a developer-provided set on a patch-by-patch basis and adapting as needed. Quilt orchestrates inter-patch forwarding to maximize reliability while minimizing duplication. This paper discusses and then evaluates the system. We find that Quilt is an effective, backwards compatible option for supporting multicast wide-area networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Publish/subscribe [12] has been a popular paradigm for building event-driven dissemination services and has found applications in diverse areas such as web management [37], social networks [13, 35] and massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) [5]. A natural mechanism for publish/subscribe communication is multicast, providing one-to-many message dissemination both efficiently and scalably. A standard wide-area multicast service has been on the wish-list for decades – a universal service that can distribute content over the increasingly complicated network while minimizing latency and network overhead. But, as we will explain below, no existing technology addresses the full range of issues confronted in real deployments. Among the culprits are restrictions on network-level multicast (IP multicast) [32], heterogeneity of Internet hosts, or problems with the specific approach such as large overhead or high latency outside of local area networks. With users at the edge of the cloud eager to adopt IP radio and IPTV [30, 33] and to experience network-enabled games and social platforms, a multicast protocol that could be used safely throughout the Internet is an appealing goal.

To formalize the issues, consider an application that disseminates information from a single source to a set of peers. From the application perspective, a multicast service should satisfy several objectives:

1. It should minimize redundant network traffic on bottleneck links, routers and end-hosts.
2. It should minimize the mean latency of delivery while achieving the required throughput.
3. It should require limited per-node storage.
4. It should be robust to node churn/failure.
5. It should automatically adapt to the runtime environment.

There are a tremendous variety of multicast protocols [11, 14, 2, 8, 10], each specialized to different needs and optimized for different runtime conditions and technology options [32]. Nonetheless, each of these options has problems when evaluated against our goals.

Network-layer multicast, specifically IP Multicast (IPMC) [11], is widely supported in hardware and software. IPMC-enabled routers automatically build spanning trees for content distribution multicast groups and include mechanisms for robustness [14, 24], satisfying the first four goals. The abstraction for end-hosts is simple: any node can join, leave or send packets to a multicast group by using a dedicated IP address assigned to the group. But IPMC is rarely enabled across global providers in the Internet WAN, and only sometimes available within data centers or enterprises [32]. Reasons include concerns that the technology could be costly or disruptive, as well as economic and security issues that are unlikely to be solved anytime soon.

Application-layer multicast. At the other end of the spectrum one finds a plethora of application-level multicast (ALM) protocols, in which multicast is handled as an end-to-end mechanism running in the application itself. The simplest ALMs do the obvious, connecting senders directly to receivers, and then implementing multicast as a series of point-to-point unicasts. While easy to build, such schemes fall short of the first three goals in our list.

More sophisticated ALMs, such as NICE [2], SCRIBE [8] and ESM [10] organize end-hosts into dissemination overlays composed of unicast connections between pairs of nodes,

---

1 We do not assume multicast reliability or flow control, but do expect the multicast infrastructure to handle joins/leaves/crashes.
Figure 1: Quilt automates the construction of complex multicast overlays. In this example, the system sews together a collection of regional multicast overlays to create a single virtual meta-overlay, separating the multicast interface from the implementation. Quilt permits the simultaneous use of various multicast solutions, each specialized for different runtime conditions.

again using TCP or UDP. However, few ALMs shape themselves to match the underlying network topology. As a result, information may traverse bottleneck links or long WAN paths multiple times, wasting bandwidth and increasing latency. Additionally, ALMs rarely leverage IPMC. If IPMC is available, it can be a good option within data centers. Indeed, failing to leverage IPMC results in unnecessary traffic that burdens switches and routers, increases sender load, and may increase latency.

Many ALMs, such as the ones listed above, have an underlying peer-to-peer (P2P) structure. Studies have shown that P2P overlays are vulnerable to node failures and churn: the neighbor sets can become ineffective due to unreachable or dead peers [20, 21]. The presence of inaccessible neighbors can disconnect a multicast tree, hence some P2P ALMs (e.g., DONet [39], Bullet [22] and Chainsaw [29]) organize end-hosts into a mesh-structure, increasing robustness, but at the cost of increased latency and overhead.

Combined protocols. Because the conditions for multicast are different inside and outside of a data center, one could also just deploy multiple solutions, side by side. In this approach, which Quilt adopts and generalizes, an application spanning data centers and WAN links will need to combine two or more multicast infrastructures. At each participating node, this entails selecting the option best matched to local conditions. To combine the resulting disjoint overlays into a single overarching structure, certain nodes would then be selected to forward between the overlays where they overlap.

The concept of combining protocols has been explored in some prior work, but never in a realistically complex network. For example, WiMA [19] reduces streaming bandwidth consumption in wireless environments by deploying regional IPMC agents. Plumtree [23] and mTreebone [36] connect hosts to both tree and mesh overlays to accelerate content delivery while resisting churn, but the solution brings significant system overhead and latency. In SplitStream [9], nodes are organized into multiple tree overlays to create disjoint data paths for robustness. The resulting structure, however, is ultimately equivalent to the mesh suggested by [26] and neither is ideal. Here, we seek a solution that satisfies all the requirements listed earlier.

2. QUILT

Quilt weaves a collection of multicast regions into a “patchwork overlay”, routing messages between overlays to optimize various objectives (Figure 1). The system operates as a library. The developer of an application registers the multicast options and provides a collection of executable selection rules that embody preferences and other logic. Network administrators impose policy, for example by enabling IPMC only on certain subnets. Quilt can then discover the context in which each end-host is running using automated tests, put the end-host in contact with regional peers, and finally optimize to create a patchwork and a forwarding graph that will achieve efficiency and robustness with minimal packet duplication.

Quilt innovates in several ways. The system incorporates a tool that runs on each node to discover its connectivity options, network topology and performance characteristics of upstream and local network links. This information is gathered using the kinds of user-level mechanisms employed in network tomography solutions. Quilt then runs a decentralized protocol that forms patches from nodes that are close with respect to latency and have similar network properties.

For example, nodes residing in an IPMC-enabled data center are likely to belong to the same patch.

Within each patch, Quilt runs the “inner” protocol best matched to the properties of the environment. To sew patches together, Quilt builds a spanning global patch. It then identifies overlap regions, and selects forwarding nodes in a bottleneck-aware manner, but with sufficient redundancy to avoid disconnection in the event of churn. The global patch runs a protocol structured around latency-aware OMNI trees [3], which are regional spanning trees constructed to minimize average root-to-node latency, but with constrained out-degree for interior nodes (see Section 3.2.3). The following two use cases motivate these choices, and will also form the basis of our evaluation:

Real-time event dissemination. As mentioned before, data center hosted pub/sub services like Facebook, Twitter or IBM WebSphere need to disseminate messages, such as status updates of a web application or a human user, to groups of subscribers in real-time. All these systems use client-server structures: end-user messages or actions are relayed into data centers, where processing is performed, and then messages are disseminated both within the data center itself and to group members whom should see the resulting updates. The data center itself may be broken into multiple geographically distributed regions. In this set-up, we see three kinds of regions: within a single data center, between centers, and from data centers to listening end-hosts. Quilt could use IPMC (or a fast ALM overlay) within each data center where the protocol is enabled, and a low-latency OMNI tree for message dissemination between data centers and to the end-users.

Internet broadcast. Consider an edge-oriented pub/sub style multicast application, such as the broadcast of a physical event or a MMOG with players situated on a university campus or in dorms. To the extent that data center hosts participate, there may not be much value in treating them differently from other kinds of high-capacity end-hosts. This
perspective favors purely peer-to-peer protocols like the BitTorrent [18] family of content distribution overlays. Yet even here one may wish to treat the system as heterogeneous. In particular, Quilt can leverage efficient intra-patch protocols within campus networks, regional cable networks or an autonomous system (AS) where multiple interested users reside. However, rather than treating all users as endpoints in a single wide-area overlay, Quilt automatically groups users within a single region. This allows the broadcast source or the MMOG to avoid redundant transmission over the expensive or congested links that traverse firewalls or bottlenecks and are used to interconnect different domains. The patches are then linked with a wide-area OMNI tree.

**Roadmap.** The remainder of this paper elaborates on the environment-detection capabilities (Section 3) and overall design of Quilt (Section 4). We then explore the performance of the system under a variety of conditions running the real code on a simulated network (Section 5). The test scenarios are inspired by the event dissemination and Internet broadcast examples above. All network topologies used are from real platforms, and our code can be used, unchanged, in diverse environments.

## 3. ENVIRONMENT METHODOLOGY

In Quilt, the formation of multicast patches is driven by an environmental sensing mechanism. The mechanism runs in three stages. First, each Quilt end-host generates a tuple of environment information that represents the setting in which it was launched. An extensible set of tests are used to detect this information, and we describe the main ones below. Next, the environmental tuples are collected and aggregated to decide which patches will be created and which nodes belong to each. One of these will be Quilt’s spanning “global” patch: just another patch in the terms of our framework, but designed to function as an overlay optimized for low delivery latency that also provides redundancy and low duplication rates. Finally, Quilt configures the end-host nodes to relay multicasts from patch to patch in accordance with the computed routing structure.

### 3.1 Environment Information

We use the term EUID to denote the data structure representing environmental information discovered by Quilt. Quilt’s EUID is flexible, and can represent both individual end-hosts or entire multicast patches. In the former case, the EUID is associated with a particular host’s unique identifier (UID) and the values in the tuple are the ones measured by the end-host when it was launched, and then updated as it ran. If a single host has multiple network interfaces, each NIC will have its own EUID, since different networks often have different properties. In the latter case, the EUID is associated with a UID designating the multicast region, and the associated values summarize the collection of end-hosts that Quilt aggregated into that region.

As shown in Figure 2, each EUID includes three categories of information: connectivity options, local topology and measured performance.

**Connectivity Options** capture host accessibility by transport protocols such as TCP and UDP. Several research measurements [7, 4, 16] have found that over 74% of Internet hosts run behind NAT boxes and firewalls, and that connectivity barriers are important concerns for the ALM overlay construction [16]. For example, hosts isolated behind a NAT or a firewall may be limited to a leaf role, downstream from some other host running in a less constrained environment. As the name suggests, a connectivity options tuple indicates whether a given host or NIC can be reached using TCP or UDP, and also whether or not a NAT or firewall barrier is present on the path. Some hosts have multiple NICs and there are cases in which a single host has a mixture of bidirectional and unidirectional capabilities even on a single NIC. Such cases are handled using multiple tuples; Quilt will favor the “better” in any set under a developer-controlled prioritization policy, as discussed further in Section 4 when we describe the ALM components and the roles of the Quilt bootstrap service.

As we will see below, the Quilt EUID plays a role that generalizes “system membership” information in standard settings. Whenever a Quilt component learns about some pair of end-hosts, it also learns about the connectivity tuples advertised by each, and hence will also be able to make a sensible estimate about the feasibility of linking them. EUIDs are used both in the (centralized) Quilt bootstrap service and in its ALM components, which run directly the end-host platforms. Our approach assumes that if a node advertises connectivity (and hasn’t crashed), other nodes will be able to establish connections in the manner indicated. The scheme is tolerant of some level of mistakes, but errors can harm the quality of protocols that depend on connectivity estimation. Accordingly, Quilt employs conservative tests to create these constraint tuples.

**Local Topology** is a data structure characterizing the routing path from an end node to the Internet WAN. Because the Internet structure is tree-like [31], physically nearby hosts have a high likelihood of sharing routers on the path to the Internet core. Enterprise load balancing technology and “fat-tree” designs [28] can result in network topologies that violate this assumption. However, those mechanisms have limited impact near the edge. Our experiments show that it suffices for Quilt to interrogate four hops towards the Internet core.

Our main objective is to detect shared paths, for several reasons. First, this helps Quilt form locality-aware patches that optimize with respect to per-patch performance objectives. Additionally, local topology captures IPMC availability within regions by detecting the routers along the path. If Quilt reports that two hosts reside behind the same firewall or NAT, it can be deduced that those hosts should be able to communicate with one-another in a bidirectional manner, using the protocol specified in the EUID.
Quilt creates the EUID by traversing the first few network hops in the direction of the Internet core, using the local DNS server as its target (see Section 4.4). It then forms a “router stack” describing the path, consisting of the distance to each router \( \{ R \} \) or IPMC enabled router \( \{ Rm \} \). Techniques to discover local DNS servers and intermediate routers have been used in systems used for Internet geolocation [38], but additional overlays are required to calibrate the geographic position in those cases. Although we believe our specific technique is novel, it was motivated by a 2002 AT&T study [27], which determined that 64% of Internet hosts and their local DNS server belong to the same AS, and 75% of these DNS-host associations are within 5 hops of a common router on the traceroute path. This means that with at least 85% probability, hosts that share the same target DNS server or an intermediate router within 5 hops will share the same AS number. Based on later measurements [7], the probability is at least 80%.

**Measured Performance** estimates network performance. For a single host, we simply measure bandwidth and latency, then re-measure these values periodically. Performance metrics for a multicast region are computed as an aggregate over the individual values, including additional data representative of peer-to-peer performance. Because bandwidth and latency fluctuate, Quilt represents these metrics as range values. Performance testing can be expensive and isn’t always necessary, hence Quilt offers this service but will only employ it as requested by the ALM protocols that the developer selected. The performance testing component of Quilt is designed to be extensible, and we expect that down the road, individual ALMs might come with their own performance testing suites. The O bit signals the presence of an vector \( N \) of performance measurements in the EUID, each represented as a triple: \( \{ \text{type}, \text{lower bound}, \text{upper bound} \} \).

### 3.2 Multicast Environment Rule

All Quilt entities (end-hosts using Quilt, as well as the bootstrap service) share a library of ALM protocols provided by the application designer. However, only some of these ALMs will be suitable in any given setting. Quilt’s job is to only activate those protocols for which the runtime environment is appropriate. Accordingly, each protocol comes with an executable “rule” that Quilt can apply to a set of EUIDs to determine which ALMs are capable of running on the corresponding hosts. Abstractly, this kind of testing can occur anywhere; in practice, the most important use of the multicast rule set turns out to be on Quilt’s bootstrap service.

Rules operate on sets of EUIDs, which can describe either individual end-hosts or entire multicast patches; in the latter case, the single EUID is understood to apply to all end-hosts belonging to the multicast patch. The rules themselves can embody arbitrary developer-supplied “intelligence”, although the ones used in our prototype are fairly simple. A typical rule will be described in Section 3.2.1; it has the role of grouping end-hosts that can all communicate over a single IPMC address into an IPMC patch.

The job of Quilt on a newly launched end-host is thus as follows.

- First, it generates an EUID for each NIC associated with the end-host.
- Quilt then uploads this information to the bootstrap service, which responds with information about the ALMs to initialize, the peers that each of those ALMs should use as initial contacts in their multicast patches, and the EUIDs for those peers and patches. Recall that in Quilt, any host that learns of another host or of a multicast patch simultaneously learns its EUID.
- The ALMs then take over, running whatever protocol they like - perhaps peer-to-peer; perhaps using additional ALM-specific servers. The ones we use here run in a purely peer-to-peer mode once initialized, but actively manage themselves, repair themselves, and support dynamic membership changes (joins, leaves and failure handling).

Rules play a key role in multicast patch formation. The construction is done by comparing each node’s EUID to the EUID of existing patches. All operations on a specific rule use the standard interface shown in Table 1 with which the aforementioned developer-supplied “intelligence” can be expressed. Given a collection of candidate patch members, each ALM-specific environment rule determines a maximal subset (patch) on which that ALM can run. Note that the subsets computed by different ALMs may overlap because they are determined independently. The candidate region is then covered with multiple multicast patches according to administrator specified priorities on the ALM environment rules. The administrator should define at least one rule for inter-patch multicast to ensure that the patches may be sewn together. Moreover, the administrator should consider enabling additional protocols to allow the application to continue functioning should network-level multicast suddenly become disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bool IsPermitted(n)</td>
<td>True iff node ( n ) with EUID ( n.e ) is permitted to run protocol ( A )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bool CanJoin(n, p)</td>
<td>True iff node ( n ) with EUID ( n.e ) can join a patch ( p ) with EUID ( p.e ) using protocol ( A )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void Join(n, p)</td>
<td>Add member ( n ) with EUID ( n.e ) to patch ( p ) with EUID ( p.e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUID CreatePatch(n)</td>
<td>Create a new patch ( p ) consisting of node ( n ), returning the EUID ( p.e )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now illustrate the rules employed by our prototype ALMs: pure IP Multicast, DONet and an OMNI tree ALM which can be used either as a regional protocol or the tunneling protocol. Section 4.5 then explains how distinct multicast patches are “sewn together”.

#### 3.2.1 Rules for IP Multicast

The IPMC ALM simply creates a socket bound to a fixed class-D IP Multicast address and implements multicast send
and receive using the standard system calls. The associated rule needs to ensure that if two nodes activate this ALM in the same multicast patch, they will be able to exchange IPMC datagrams.

The rule forms patches by testing EUID pairs. Let $E_i, S$ denote the set of routers in the router stack in EUID $E_i$. Note that the cardinality of $|E_i, S|$ equals $E_i, R_m$. Given two hosts with EUID values $E_1$ and $E_2$, Quilt can first check whether each of them is connected to multicast enabled routers by verifying that $E_1, R_m > 0$ and $E_2, R_m > 0$. Quilt must then confirm that the hosts can connect to a single IPMC tree, that is $E_1, S \cap E_2, S \neq \emptyset$. In this case, the hosts share a multicast enabled environment and hence can be grouped into a single IP Multicast patch.

If successful, we assign the patch a new merged EUID $E_{12}$ with multicast-enabled router set $E_{12}, S = E_1, S \cup E_2, S$ and $E_{12}, R_m = |E_1, S \cup E_2, S|$. In the case of a third joining host, we create EUID $E_{123}$ in the same manner, and discard EUID $E_{12}$. When the process terminates, the members of a given multicast region will all hold a single, maximal EUID for that region. For simplicity, the regional EUID is not updated if an end-host departs as such a host may reappear later, hence it changes only if new end-hosts later join. As noted earlier, the hosts excluded from one IPMC patch may still be able to form some other IPMC patch, for example if there are two multicast regions separated by a router that blocks multicasts.

### 3.2.2 Rules for DONet

For end-hosts running on the “edge” and lacking multicast support, for instance DSL cable users, Quilt supports the Data-driven Overlay Network (DONet), an ALM that constructs a latency-biased randomized mesh-structured overlay. DONet uses TCP as its link protocol and then uses a BitTorrent-based protocol to distribute multicasts in much the same way that content distribution networks share content. The DONet selection rule must ensure that within any multicast region, all end-hosts can form TCP links to some other end-hosts also in the region, but there is also an effort to ensure that peer-to-peer latencies for these links are roughly “comparable”. Latency bias is then implemented by grouping hosts in a locality-aware fashion. Accordingly, define $C_{E_1}^{E_2}$ as the set of contacts from EUID $E_1$ to $E_2$. Then we say $E_1$ and $E_2$ are compatible if $C_{E_1}^{E_2} \cap C_{E_2}^{E_1} \neq \emptyset$. If EUID $E_1$ of some host in a DONet patch $P$ is compatible with EUID $E_2$ of a joining host, then the new host should join patch $P$. If multiple patches are available, a host joins the patch which minimizes the predicted link latencies.

### 3.2.3 Rules for OMNI trees

As shown in Figure 3, the OMNI tree is a backbone-based ALM overlay built among Multicast Service Nodes (MSN), which are actually service proxies for normal clients [3]. Assuming that clients are close to their proxies and thus that the local latency can be neglected, the OMNI tree optimizes the average root-to-client latency based on the root-to-MSN latency and the number of clients each MSN is serving, but with constrained outdegree between MSNs. The protocol can run over both TCP and UDP, and provides low latency for all clients. Thus OMNI trees can be used as a regional multicast forwarding structure in situations where nodes need to be interconnected in a manner that minimizes latency.

Quilt also uses the OMNI tree to sew patches together, obtaining a reliable composite multicast solution in which packets follow low-latency routes. In this mode, the OMNI tree formation rule selects the subset of nodes on which to construct the tree, picking just a few representatives from each multicast patch for use in the tree (as MSNs). In selecting this subset from each patch, we try to favor well-endowed nodes and to minimize latency, but must also avoid the risk of disconnection: we select $k$ end-hosts to relay messages so as to obtain tolerance to $k - 1$ faults, unless (of course) there are fewer than $k$ candidates available.

The OMNI ALM rule is that the new joining host must be able to contact some existing host. In other words, a new host $E_2$ can join the OMNI tree patch $P$ if there exists a host $E_1$ in $P$ with $C_{E_1}^{E_2} \neq \emptyset$. Our OMNI tree construction procedure selects $k$ members of an overlap region to perform relaying, picking them in the order they joined the system, but with a further constraint: if there are more than $k$ candidates, Measured Performance is used to pick the highest capacity end-hosts.

Although the OMNI ALM can dynamically heal and regenerate a damaged tree, fault-tolerance issues may arise when $k = 1$ since patches can get disconnected from the tree when representatives leave. To address the issue, Quilt stays in touch with the bootstrap service, which has a bigger picture of the network. Should a representative leave its patch, the service will select a new representative to replace the lost one, and the OMNI tree will then restructure itself “as ordered”, restoring full functionality. Moreover, when $k > 1$, we run the risk that each multicast can be forwarded $k$ times between different patches. This is where a duplicate suppression mechanism kicks in. The mechanism seeks to reduce the frequency of multicast duplication so that it won’t represent a significant source of overhead. Sections 4.7 and 4.8 will talk about these mechanisms.

### 4. SYSTEM DESIGN

We now describe the Quilt architecture in more detail (Figure 4).

#### 4.1 Architecture

Quilt provides a simple and rather standard API to the end-user application. Applications can treat Quilt as a black-box
multicast service, and indeed our prototype applications do so. In the future we envision more sophisticated applications that might need to control the choice between multicast candidates using criteria beyond the ones supported by Quilt.

The Quilt system itself is object-oriented, organized as a set of components that interact through well-defined interfaces. The system exploits the dynamic composition features of .NET, running "native" on Windows and under Mono on Linux. The experiments in Section 5 ran on Windows.

### 4.2 Bootstrap Service

As seen in Figure 5, Quilt’s bootstrap service runs free-standing on an Internet-accessible platform and plays a variety of roles. Our prototype is accessed using a standard HTTP-based remote method invocation. It must have access to the ALM-specific selection rules discussed earlier.

The bootstrap server has several roles. The first is to maintain a database with partial membership for each patch. The emphasis here is on partial. Rather than insisting on accuracy at potentially high cost, we track just a few (tens) long-lived members. The other roles will be described shortly; they include running the rules that structure nodes into patches and maintaining a global OMNI tree.

Quilt’s bootstrap service design is centralized, but off the critical path, taking actions only when nodes join or if a patch becomes isolated as a result of node departures. The algorithms used are cheap (linear in the number of patches). We tested with up to 1000 nodes, and believe that far larger numbers could be supported.

Although our current version represents a single-point of failure, the code is deterministic and could easily be replicated for fault-tolerance. Because most patches are locality-aware, the bootstrap server can also be distributed to different network domains, for example the Autonomous System (AS). In this case, the bootstrap servers can form a simple overlay, maintaining local patches independently while collaborating on global spanning patch (an OMNI tree).

### 4.3 Multicast Container

The Quilt Multicast Container can be understood as a storage structure for active protocol “objects”. Quilt-compatible ALM protocols implement a standard interface, which includes methods to initialize the protocol, to join a group (Quilt supplies an initial membership list), to send multicasts, and to deliver incoming messages to pre-registered handlers. Each multicast patch will span a set of end-hosts, and can maintain its own peer set in whatever manner the protocol dictates.

As protocols are selected, they are dynamically instantiated, a process roughly analogous to plug-in driver activation in an operating system or object creation in Java/C#. Multicast instances share the transmission layer and message buffer, which includes a window of recently received multicast messages. Use of these features is optional and protocol-specific, but can substantially simplify protocol logic.

### 4.4 Detection Service

As discussed in Section 3, when Quilt is first launched on a node it needs to construct the set of EUIDs for that node’s NICs. Details concerning the implementation of these mechanisms are omitted for brevity. Briefly, connectivity options are detected using a modified version of NA T Checker [15]. This tool discovers upstream NA T boxes and tests to see if the NAT can be traversed. We extended it to check for firewalls by testing connectivity through a target server. The local router stack is discovered by running **traceroute** to the local DNS server over the relevant NIC. Performance metrics such as latency and bandwidth are collected as part of the traceroute operation.

### 4.5 Patch Formation

As seen in Figure 5, once its EUID is computed, a new end-host sends a join message to the bootstrap server with its EUID value. The server applies environment rules to the local DNS server over the relevant NIC. Performance metrics such as latency and bandwidth are collected as part of the traceroute operation.

In cases ICMP or UDP is unable to perform the detection, there are also other options like **tcptraceroute**[34].
Now the new host can contact its peers within the patch P1, join the group and conduct operations defined inside the specific protocol. If a joining host matches several existing patches, the same process will be used, and multiple ALMs will be initialized. There are also cases in which a single ALM would be initialized more than once. For example, a single host might overlap with two IPMC patches, each using a distinct class-D IPMC address; it would then run the IPMC ALM once for each patch.

### 4.6 Inter-Patch Formation and Maintenance

As we learned earlier, a Quilt overlay consists of an OMNI “inter-patch” ALM tree that connects regional patches running other ALMs, overlapping at $k$ representatives. The bootstrap service constructs and then maintains this tree.

The bootstrap service selects inter-patch representatives, instructs them to play the patch-to-patch tunneling role, and then monitors their health. Should a tunnel node crash, the bootstrap selects some other tunnel node to take over the forwarding role. As shown in Figure 6, the OMNI interpatch ALM is actually treated much like any other patch, although it uses a specialized patch construction rule, designed to ensure connectivity of the Quilt overlay as a whole, acyclic paths and robustness.

For example, suppose an application finds itself in the patch P1, but not the patch P2. Now a multicast occurs in the patch P2. How would it reach the new node? As seen in Figure 6, at least some nodes in the P1 will be assigned tunneling roles between the P1, the global OMNI tree that connects P1 representatives to P2 representatives, and the P2 ALM.

If our new node is selected to play this role, the bootstrap service will tell the node to initialize its OMNI inter-patch ALM in addition to the patch P1 ALM. The OMNI ALM will join existing OMNI inter-patch overlay nodes, extending the OMNI tree. Now, new P1 multicasts can be relayed into the OMNI ALM for delivery to P2 patch members, and vice versa. The forwarding rule can be understood as region specific: our P1 tunnel would forward “P1 multicasts” out via the OMNI ALM, and forward “P2 multicasts” in also via the OMNI ALM. A “P1 multicast” refers to multicast initiated by a source in the P1 region. The forwarding policy described here is cycle-free.

### 4.7 Churn Resilience

In Quilt, each ALM must implement its own mechanisms to handle node joins and departures. Quilt itself intervenes only when an ALM node that was playing a patch-to-patch tunnel role (a representative) departs. To give an extreme example, if all the representatives of patch P suddenly leave at the same time, A’s ALM will lose connectivity to the OMNI tree.

Quilt has two mechanisms to resolve this issue. The first one is proactive and consists of designating $k$ representatives (rather than just 1) from each patch. With $k = 2$ or $k = 3$, Quilt is much less likely to experience a global partitioning event, but of course larger values of $k$ do increase the likelihood that a multicast will be sent more than once in the same ALM, a form of link stress. We measure this effect in our experiments.

Quilt’s second robustness mechanism is focused on repair when its forwarding infrastructure is disrupted by a failure. In Quilt, each host periodically reports to the bootstrap server, allowing the bootstrap server to maintain a relatively “fresh” partial snapshot of membership for each patch. Representatives are monitored and if a failure is detected, dead representatives are removed. The bootstrap server will then select another host from its snapshot to become representatives and join the OMNI tree. With larger values of $k$, the reporting frequency can be decreased to reduce overhead. Further, normal hosts and representatives can report at different frequencies. Our experiments also suggest that with large enough $k$, system throughput will not be influenced by the frequency, which is currently set to tens of minutes. Moreover, a large enough value of $k$ can also circumvent problems in the event that Quilt selects a failed node as a new patch representative. Accordingly, Quilt uses a range of values $\{k_{\text{min}}, k_{\text{max}}\}$. The bootstrap server steps in only when the current $k < k_{\text{min}}$ at which point it picks $k_{\text{max}} - k$ hosts to play patch representative roles.

### 4.8 Duplication Suppression

With more representatives, message duplication can happen both between patches (more contacts in remote patches) and inside patches (multiple representatives as patch sources). For ALM protocols, duplicate messages waste resources without necessarily improving reliability. Accordingly, representatives should not blindly forward messages. To help suppress duplicates, each tunneling host in Quilt maintains a Bloom filter [6]. With a few bitwise OR operations, a new multicast can be added to the filter; with a few bit tests, duplicates can be discovered (with some small risk of false positives). Since Bloom filters slowly fill and become ineffective, a new Bloom filter is initialized periodically, at a frequency tied to the multicast data rate3.

Our experiments determined that while the Bloom filtering technique works well for most ALMs, applications that stream high data rates of multicasts into IPMC regions still experienced substantial levels of duplication. We thus developed a second duplication suppression mechanism specif-

---

3Each node populates a new Bloom filter with the multicast messages it buffered locally to reduce the rate of false negatives during initializing periods.
5. EVALUATION

5.1 Experiment Setup

The remainder of the paper describes our experimental work. The goal is to show that Quilt achieves the objectives for a multicast service set out in the introduction, specifically that it minimizes redundant traffic, achieves low average latency, adapts to the environment and tolerates churn without imposing significant overhead. We implemented Quilt and ran the actual code, but did so in a variety of simulated networks accurately mimicking selected topologies. For example, when we said earlier that traceroute is used to probe routers, that is precisely what occurs in our experiments. Only the network and its routing infrastructure is simulated. We focused on three topologies. The applications we evaluated in these networks both employ a single multicast source.

**Synthetic Topology.** Our first experiments explore multi-patch scenarios designed to exercise Quilt’s tunneling functionality. We construct 4 domains, each with 5 hosts. As shown in Figure 7, with the exception of the multicast source domain, each domain gateway is a NAT. Domain 3 also has a firewall which blocks incoming UDP traffic. The gateway routers of domain 2 and 4 are IPMC enabled, while domains 1 and 3 lack IPMC support.

**Data Center Topology.** Our second scenario stresses the real-event dissemination performance of Quilt by exploring an event notification (publish/subscribe) scenario among data centers linked on the Internet WAN. We based this topology on the published network structure of Grid5000 [17], a scientific computing infrastructure that links 25 clusters deployed among 9 sites over France, with 1531 servers in total (see figure on the right). As one would expect, Quilt can also support multi-source multicast, and experiments to evaluate this case are in progress. We do not anticipate any surprising findings, and are planning to incorporate our results into the final version of this paper.

**Internet Topology.** Our third scenario focuses on the wide-area Internet behavior of Quilt. PeerWise [25] provides end-to-end latency data for 1715 hosts, 951 of which have connectivity to one-another. We focused on those 951 hosts, and extracted the measured end-to-end latency information. To transform this latency data into an Internet test scenario, we then scanned some 400,000 traceroute records from CAIDA [1] during 2003 and 2004, and located 600 hosts that exhibited host-to-host latencies closely matched to the values from the PeerWise topology. For each host we collected the surrounding router path information. We then padded the set out to the full 951 hosts by duplicating settings for hosts that were in the same AS domain, using the PeerWise trace to identify them. IPMC is not available in this topology.

For each of the three topologies, we ran Quilt with a set of three multicast candidates: IP Multicast and DONet as intra-patch ALMs, and an OMNI tree for inter-patch communication. IPMC has obvious performance advantages, hence when more than one option is available, a host favors IPMC, then DONet, and only uses OMNI forwarding as a last resort. We treat TCP as our primary unicast protocol, employing UDP and UDP-based NAT traversal only if TCP is not available but UDP would work (a rare case). Table 2 shows the different mechanisms we evaluate in the three topologies.

### Table 2: Multicast mechanisms evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Data Center</th>
<th>Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quilt (k = 1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilt (k &gt; 1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMNI Tree</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lowest latencies are for servers at the same site; for example, there is one cluster at Rennes with inter-node latency averaging 0.3ms, and the highest latencies within that site were 0.6ms. Servers at different sites experience latencies ranging from 4ms to 12ms. IP Multicast is enabled within each site but not between different sites.

5.2 Synthetic Scenario

We used the Synthetic Topology to evaluate the ability of Quilt to adaptively partition hosts into appropriate multicast patches in the manner of Sections 3 and 4. Additionally, because our topology includes various barriers (NATs, firewalls, varied IP Multicast configurations), we used it to test our detection mechanisms in realistic conditions.

As shown in Table 3, hosts inside domain 2 and 4 form two patches, each using IPMC. Domains 1 and 3 construct DONet overlays. In our experiment, hosts joined in host-ID order, hence the lowest ID host in each domain tunnels for the inter-patch OMNI tree (here, \(k = 1\)). If latency were the sole metric, hosts 11 and 16 would be picked as children.
of host 6 in the tree. But host 11 is blocked by a NAT, and can only be connect to host 1 through a high-latency TCP link. Quilt configures this host to use the OMNI ALM. We conclude that Quilt correctly selects the appropriate ALM, and correctly links the resulting patches.

5.3 Data Center Scenario

Our second suite of experiments focuses on real-time event dissemination scenarios between a set of enterprises or data centers. Here we simulate the Data Center topology, focusing on the quality of the overlay construction with respect to end-to-end multicast latency. Recall that Grid5000 permits the use of IPMC within (but not between) data center sites. We expect Quilt to discover and exploit the feature when possible, deploying a WAN OMNI tree that switches to IPMC within regional patches, thereby achieving a substantial performance benefit.

We compare Quilt with a simple, standard ALM: A pure OMNI overlay spanning the full node set. Such a solution runs entirely over TCP, with each message forwarded by tree nodes on each of their outgoing links.

Our simulation uses a randomly selected a server as its multicast source. This server joins the system, and then 1 second later, the other 1530 servers join simultaneously. We measure the time and overhead of constructing the OMNI tree and the latency in disseminating a multicast message to all the servers. Each result is the mean value of 10 runs.

Overhead. Figure 8 shows the traffic overhead and time required to construct a tree overlay in the two situations. Dealing with simultaneous join of 1530 hosts, the pure OMNI solution takes around 190ms to construct the overlay, and the traffic measured per millisecond ranges between several tens of messages to over 350 messages per second. In contrast, by assigning most of the hosts to regional multicast patches, Quilt is able to construct a much smaller OMNI tree for the case in which IPMC is available, consisting of just 8 nodes, each from a data center patch. This tree is formed in less than 30 milliseconds, and traffic is less than 3 messages per millisecond (embedded graph in Figure 8).

Latencies. Figure 9 shows the event delivery latencies we achieved in the two cases. With the pure OMNI tree ALM, it takes up to 40 milliseconds to multicast a single event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DONet, OMNI</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2~5</td>
<td>DONet</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>IPMC, OMNI</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7~10</td>
<td>IPMC</td>
<td>IPMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>DONet, OMNI</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12~15</td>
<td>DONet</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>IPMC, OMNI</td>
<td>UDP tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17~20</td>
<td>IPMC</td>
<td>IPMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Data Center: Rate of message for constructing the tree overlay. The Quilt WAN overlay is small and inexpensive in comparison to a system-wide OMNI tree.

Figure 9: Data Center: Nodes running Quilt receive events faster over time compared to the system-wide OMNI tree because the system is able to leverage IPMC in regions where that option is available.

Figure 10: Data Center: Average throughput while streaming at 10Mbps (a) and 50Mbps (b). Quilt recovers within about 10 seconds from a major disruption introduced at time 40; the recovery is faster with more representatives per region.
to 1530 servers. The line grows in a “step by step” way due to the strictly hierarchical latency relationship among servers. When running Quilt, we can see the latency has been reduced. In roughly 14 milliseconds, all the servers have received the multicast event.

There are two explanations for this performance gain. One is that in Quilt, each patch only contributes a single node to the inter-patch OMNI tree, decreasing the tree depth dramatically. Thus messages reach the sites more quickly. The second speedup reflects IPMC: Quilt routes multicasts from the OMNI network into the IPMC regions as they arrive in each site, and gives an additional latency improvement.

**Churn Resilience.** To evaluate the churn resilience of Quilt at various levels of throughput, we run Quilt with 10Mbps and 50Mbps multicast events. Quilt reaches a steady state within a few seconds. After 40 seconds, we introduce a catastrophic failure: 50% of the nodes, selected randomly, fail simultaneously. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the average throughput when experiencing the correlated failure. When the failure happens, the average throughput will drop dramatically in both figures for two reasons. First, in the OMNI tree, failed representatives at higher level would affect the throughput of representatives at lower level. Second, patches without responsive representatives cannot receive multicast events. In the experiments, the monitoring interval for representatives is set to 10 seconds. We see two effects. The first involves self-repair of the OMNI ALM: within about 2 seconds, the OMNI overlay is repaired, but to the extent that the crash disrupted the OMNI tree, some loss can occur. Next one sees a slower repair as Quilt’s bootstrap server notices that patch representatives have failed and replaces them. As on would expect, with bigger \( k \) value, less loss occurs and indeed, when \( k = 3 \), all patches retain some responsive representatives.

**Duplication Suppression.** In Section 4.7 we discussed the scheme adopted in Quilt to reduce duplicate forwarding of multicasts, and noted that when tunneling into an IPMC patch, two mechanisms are employed. The first is based purely on Bloom filters, and the second on an inexpensive 2-phase “sync” mechanism that runs among the representatives. We designed an experiment to test these mechanisms, running first with only the Bloom filter scheme, and then with the 2-phase protocol enabled as well. Figure 11 shows the total number of duplicate events received per second of all servers under 10Mbps load with \( k = 3 \). We see that the representative synchronization can limit duplication without sacrificing throughput (as seen in Figure 10). Without the 2-phase sync scheme, IPMC forwarding may deliver thousands of duplicate events.

**5.4 Internet Scenario**

Our final test scenario examines a WAN Internet broadcast using the Internet Topology. Because IPMC is not generally supported on the public Internet, Quilt employs DONet as its intra-patch ALM. As discussed before, DONet implements a mesh-structured overlay, without explicit parent-child relationships. This mesh has multiple routes, increasing effective bandwidth. The DONet protocol [39] is similar in spirit to BitTorrent: nodes download needed data from peers, and offer multicasts retained in their multicast buffers to neighbors, sending on demand. Porting to Quilt involved minimal changes.

Recall from Section 3 that Quilt uses the router host to cluster hosts by latency. As a first step, we measured the effectiveness of this locality-aware grouping mechanism using the network topology generated from our PeerWise data set, augmented in the manner described above using CAIDA traces.

Table 4 shows node to node latencies within (“intra”) and between (“inter”) Quilt-generated partitions using EUID sets reflecting varying router-path lengths. We see that EUIDs measuring 4-hops towards the Internet core strike a balance: we obtain 403 small multicast patches with median intra-node latency under 40ms, and median inter-patch latency of about 500ms. Quilt runs DONet within these patches and OMNI trees to sew them together.

**Latencies.** Figure 12 shows a CDF for delivery latencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Partition#</th>
<th>Intra Latency</th>
<th>Inter Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>23ms</td>
<td>473ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>37ms</td>
<td>518ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>127ms</td>
<td>973ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>131ms</td>
<td>1489ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for a single Internet broadcast message over the resulting structures. Quilt substantially outperforms the pure DONet solution, delivering the packet in just 4 seconds, compared to 60 seconds for DONet. The data is again averaged over 10 runs. The huge performance difference is easily explained: in DONet, as in any BitTorrent-based protocol, transfer of a message between two hosts requires three scheduling cycles: a so-called “buffermap” broadcast, a packet solicitation, and then a response containing the desired message. Each cycle requires 1 second in our simulation. If all hosts run DONet, with node degrees ranging from 4 to 6, a broadcast needs to traverse around 5 hops to reach the most distant receivers: an additional delay of about 15 seconds. Quilt’s OMNI trees avoid the need for such a handshake.

**Overhead.** Quilt’s lower latencies for delivery come at a cost as witnessed by the number of messages exchanged to construct the 951-node OMNI tree shown in Figure 13. DONet builds its mesh using an inexpensive random strategy. On the other hand, DONet pays such a high overhead to determine which packets to pull and request them that if we compare Quilt with DONet once the OMNI tree is in place, we see that Quilt takes the lead, with substantially lower control overhead (Figure 14). One explanation for this overhead reduction is that grouped patches have very few members due to PeerWise’s sparse topology. More importantly, higher latency of data deliveries in pure DONet requires multiple scheduling cycles, resulting in additional control overhead for each of them.

**Churn Resilience.** In the Internet scenario, we also measure the system robustness under 200Kbps and 500Kbps traffic, picked to match the most popular streaming rates seen in the current Internet. As shown in Figures 15(a) and 15(b), the results are similar to the ones shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). There is an initial repair phase during which Quilt recovers its OMNI overlay tree, after which the value of $k$ determines the delay of full recovery. With $k = 3$ recovery is quite rapid. Nonetheless, this experiment reveals two important differences from the data scenario used in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). First, the sparse PeerWise topology has many regions that are too small to provide $k$ representatives. Thus even with $k = 2$, the system gains as much robustness as is available in these regions. From such an extreme failure (50% of the nodes), the overlay resulting from the crash is even sparser than it was in the first place. Additionally, the size of an OMNI tree can be quite different for $k = 2$ and $k = 3$. Thus, when catastrophic failure happens, a bigger tree can actually exhibit a lower average throughput in the worst case since there are more hosts in low levels of the OMNI tree. Our experiment shows that for all values of $k$, the OMNI tree has repaired itself within 10 seconds.

**Duplication Suppression.** For reasons of brevity, we have not graphed duplicate suppression data for this experiment. We found that for data rates below 500Kbps, the average number of duplicate events received per second is 50% lower for $k = 2$ and 63% lower for $k = 3$, or 86 and 114 before the correlated failure, and 22 and 56 after the failure.

**6. CONCLUSION**

Multicast is a powerful communication service for distributed systems that enables other appealing technologies such as
publish/subscribe, but we will never see a one-size-fits-all solution for applications that span both Internet WAN links, small clusters of nodes residing behind a shared NAT or firewall, and larger clusters running in settings where IPMC is available. Quilt addresses this need by creating a patchwork of multicast regions. Using an environment-aware methodology, Quilt partitions the network into patches and select different multicast protocols for each. Combining existing protocols with the OMNI inter-patch ALM, Quilt achieves scalability and performance by intelligently routing messages from patch to patch to exploit local options.
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